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OVERWORD

Recalling Goethe’s theory of ur-phenomenon and considering the Eiffel Tower as a montage of various elements, Walter Benjamin presented quotation as the Geist of a theoretical break with the vulgar historical naturalism, and as a means to grasp the construction of history as such: as meaning in the structure of commentary. Benjamin was not alone in using quotation as a strategy to deconstruct historicism. We are also reminded of Karl Kraus, who used quotation not to preserve, but to purify, to tear from context, to destroy the established totality. Considered as a fragment, quotation can play a critical role in putting together the large construction (historiography) made out of smallest architectonic elements, the detail.

In general we are asking, what do you quote and to what purpose?

Recent historiographies present anachronism as a theoretical paradigm to dispense with the historicist certainties, which most often try to cement the historian’s tendency for period style, solidifying the linear progression of history. Even though quotation seems to be natural to historiography, it’s hard to find a text or manuscript that does not use quotation to re-activate the past, either to confirm a claim, or to expand the scope of the historiographical implications of another claim. In both cases quotation introduces interruption, a pause in the presumed linearity and natural extension of the narrative. But what is it that makes a sentence or an idea quotable? And why is it that throughout history both architects and historians have used citations, if only to save a place in the linear progression of history? The historian’s interest in quotation might be that it says something about an event and/or serves as a reminder of the accuracy of a fact, a recollection. Or else, citation forces the sentence to depart from its subject matter, historical facts and events in order to enter into the realm of what might be called insight, which can also mean in-cite, or in-site. Insightful observations, nevertheless, can become facts in their own right after being quoted and referred to repeatedly. Interestingly enough, Manfredo Tafuri makes a distinction between those who use quotations “to build a new reality” and those who use the same quotations “in order to cover up the disappointments of reality.” In addition to the Benjaminian concept of historiographic montage, what quotation means for architectural historiography is this: that the text, an assembly of facts, processes, events, and insightful observations offers quotable fragments when it inaugurates or establishes a different historical knowledge.

The conference convenors would like to thank all the authors, referees, organisers, keynote speakers, sponsors and volunteers for their generosity in contributing to the 34th Annual Conference of the Society of Architectural Historians, Australia and New Zealand

Gevork Hartoonian and John Ting
Conference Convenors and Editors of the Conference Proceedings
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KEYNOTE:
Figures Of The Architext

Jean-Louis Cohen
New York University

Literary theorist Gérard Genette, whose book Palimpsestes: Literature in the Second Degree is
devoted to the many dimensions of quotation, has defined the “architext” as “This relationship of
inclusion that relates each text to the different types of discourses in which it is inscribed.” Far from
remaining valid only in territories remote from architectural concerns, the analyses of the “second
hand,” as proposed by Antoine Compagnon, or the concept of intertextuality proposed by Julia
Kristeva and developed by Genette with the architext, are relevant for the study of architectural and
urban forms. Rather than being limited to quotation – understood as the transfer of a phrase from one
design, or one building to another one, intertextual relationships correspond to a wide spectrum of
figures, from literal inclusion to paraphrase, or from condensation to homology. Architectural
intertextuality operates in many realms of theory and practice, and its consideration allows for better
understanding of processes at work within the oeuvre of a given architect, or of the reverberation of
designs from different authors on those of contemporaries, and followers. The paradigm of the
intertext provides a frame within which different types of relationships can be detected, that deal in
some cases with the syntactic dimension of architecture, and in others with its lexical spectrum.
Among these, three distinct systems could be observed: intericonicity – that is the circulation of
images from a particular design to another one; intertectonicity – that is the transfer of tectonic
features from a structure to another one; and also, observing the creation and the development of
cities since the Renaissance, interurbanity – that is the translation of street layouts, open space
patterns, or monumental schemes from city to city. Operating at different scales, these processes
complicate the reflection on quotation, or on such a dubious construct as “influence.” They will be
discussed on the base of an eclectic selection of cases.

Jean-Louis Cohen holds the Sheldon H. Solow chair in the History of Architecture at New York
University’s Institute of Fine Arts. He is the author of numerous books and articles about nearly every
aspects of how modernization has affected the built environment. A specialist in the Russian avant-
garde and the work of Le Corbusier, Cohen’s work has also focused on the multiple patterns of
internationalization, from the colonial situations of Morocco and Algeria to the worldwide circulation of
ideas and forms.
KEYNOTE:
‘The Rational and The Robust’:
Jennifer Taylor and the historiography of Australian architecture

Julie Willis
The University of Melbourne

The study of Australian architecture has been circumscribed by its chief authors, the most influential of which have been historians whose wider interests in the contemporary and context of Australia as place have underscored their work. These authors are also distinguished by their primary training as architects, giving them a deep interest and understanding of architecture as a process. Robin Boyd defined not only early Australian architectural historiography, but also the popular imagination of an Australian architecture. But Boyd took a fundamentally modernist approach, echoed by Max Freeland in his *Architecture in Australia*, and their privileging of tectonic purity and belittling of ornament characterizes the first generation of Australian architectural historians. The first generation of architectural historians was intent on demonstrating an Australian architecture that was connected to international trends that proved its pedigree. The second generation was interested in understanding what might be a particularly *Australian* architecture, one that was for and of its place, including historians such as David Saunders, Miles Lewis, George Tibbits and Jennifer Taylor. Of all of these, Taylor came closest to inheriting Boyd’s mantle, with her enduring interest in contemporary and architecture of the recent past. Taylor was deeply interested in the late modern and post-modern, helping to demonstrate the brutalist and regional influences inherent in Australian architecture in the 1970s and 1980s. Her work was fundamental in showing that Australian architecture was not just a reflection of ideas from elsewhere, but where place, materials and form were defining new regional approaches. This presentation examines Taylor’s legacy in documenting the rational and robust architecture of the post-WWII period that underpins understanding.

*Julie Willis is an architectural historian, Professor of Architecture and Dean of the Faculty of Architecture, Building & Planning at the University of Melbourne. With Professor Philip Goad, she is Editor of the acclaimed *Encyclopedia of Australian Architecture* (Cambridge University Press, 2012), which won an AIA Bates Smart Special Award for Architecture in the Media in 2012. Her research projects focus on Australian architecture, undertaking significant work on historic and contemporary hospitals; architecture in community, education and civic identity; architecture of wartime and its impact; nationalism and identity in public buildings; and equity and diversity in the Australian architectural profession.*
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